About WaterWomen

WaterWomen is a network to strengthen the capacity of young women professional for working in the water and climate sector.

Our Vision

WaterWomen envisions a future where women are equally equipped and empowered to lead in the water and climate sector. It aims to inspire the next generation of leaders and strives to build a resilient future that is inclusive and sustainable.

Our Mission

To inspire and empower young women professionals and girl students to emerge as future leaders by offering them technical know how, leadership skills, and connecting them through networks to drive innovation.

Who can join?

Enthusiastic women professionals (engineers, environmentalists, social scientists, architects, urban planners, academicians etc.) and students of the relevant disciplines, who are willing to professionally contribute to a greater spectrum as future leaders.

Scan to join the network

waterwomenforum@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/WaterWomenBD